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ANNEX: EXAMPLE OF PRACTICE FOR THE EFFECTIVE AUTOMATED ENFORCEMENT OF 

ROAD TRAFFIC RULES 

1. General principles 

1. Legality — Automatic checking equipment used for detecting road traffic offences 

and the extent to which the evidence collected by this equipment can be used as 

evidence in judicial proceedings is specified in legislation. 

2. Reliability — Rules on type approval procedures, periodic controls and 

extraordinary inspections or verification procedures for automatic checking 

equipment are transparent. 

3. Utility — A strategy for using automatic checking equipment, focusing on aspects 

such as the identification of places to install equipment, the type of equipment to be 

installed, and the detection method to be used is developed. This strategy also aims 

to ensure that the equipment has a deterrent effect. 

4. Accuracy — Tolerated error when automatic checking equipment is used under 

normal operating conditions is specified in legislation. 

5. Traceability — Automatic checking equipment can be identified and its reliability 

can be proved. 

2. Effective practice 

1. Rules that specify general eligibility requirements for type approval, operational 

requirements, design requirements and performance requirements which automatic 

checking equipment has to comply with to be type approved are specified in 

legislation. 

2. In addition to initial verification, automatic checking equipment undergoes annual 

checks and additional inspections or verification procedures after any event that may 

require the equipment to be repaired. 

3. Automatic checking equipment, in particular speed cameras, is installed in places 

selected via a specific assessment consisting of at least an analysis of accident data 

over a minimum period of three and up to five years and of the number of offences 

detected. Red-light cameras are installed at traffic-light junctions where accidents are 

frequently recorded because of vehicles not respecting traffic lights. Stakeholders 

involved in road safety (i.e. local authorities, police, road managers) are consulted in 

the selection of these places. 

4. Automatic checking equipment can differentiate between different categories of 

vehicle, especially between heavy commercial vehicles, passenger cars and 

motorcycles. The equipment can detect offences committed on all lanes or at least in 

the most dangerous ones (multilane detection). 

5. Automatic checking equipment can identify number plates with accuracy to make it 

possible to recognise the Member State in which the vehicle is registered. 

6. The average speed measurement method for the detection of speeding offences 

complements the instant speed measurement method to the extent possible, 

depending on the features of the monitored road section and on a case-by-case 

assessment of the level of danger on that road section. 
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7. Installed automatic checking equipment is adequately signposted or otherwise 

communicated on a road section in order to increase the equipment’s deterrent effect 

and to ensure fair enforcement. 

8. Information signs, especially as regards speed limits, are readable and positioned in 

the vicinity of automatic checking equipment, giving the driver sufficient time to 

modify their speed if needed. 

9. Evidence collected by automatic checking equipment (e.g. photo of the driver) is 

used to detect more offences (e.g. not using a seat belt in combination with 

speeding). The evidence is provided to the presumed offender. 

10. Annual or bi-annual evaluations of enforcement activities and in particular of the 

impact of automatic checking equipment installed on each monitored road segment 

are carried out, and data are collected on the relevant typology of road traffic 

offences and road accidents on the monitored road segments. 
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